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Analyzing the 2014 European Population Health Survey 
(ELEF), the prevalence of hearing problems among the 
Hungarian population is 15% (~1415 people) in the surveyed 
population (9431 people in total) [16]. The proportion of 
people with severe hearing impairment is 3% (~283 people).
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Abstract — Noise from our environment is causing ever-

greater problems such as hearing loss among the young. In 
many cases, children may be exposed to harmful noise even 
in the most common places such as schools and events.  For 
this reason, we developed a web application in the frame of 
the “Protect your Ears” project that aims the teaching of 
noise awareness. Playing with this web application helps 
children to be more aware in protecting their hearing. The 
web application was subjected to a cohort study where a test 
and control group was separated at an elementary school. 
The test group was able to use the web application for two 
weeks during the teaching sessions, while the control group 
could not. For objective measurement, the pedagogue used 
questionnaires before and after the examination. Statistical 
analyses were performed on the values obtained from the 
questionnaires. At the beginning of the study, we showed 
that the control and test groups were not heterogeneous at 
5% significance level using the Mann Whitney U test. As a 
result, there was a significant difference between the pre- 
and post-condition for the test group using the Wilcoxon 
test at the 5% significance level compering to a control 
group. From this results, we can conclude that playing with 
the web application the children in the test group became 
more aware of the noise in their surrounding and mastered 
preventive behavior. 
 

Index Terms — children hearing loss, noise awareness, 
web application, Wilcoxon paired test 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO) hearing 

loss affects millions of people around the world, and it is 
estimated to be the world's fourth leading disease [1]. Hearing 
protection is very important as hearing loss affects every area 
of an individual's life (workplace, social environment, home 
activities). By identifying the causes of hearing loss preventive 
behavior can be learned. 
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Generally, there are two types of causes of hearing loss: 
congenital (born with) and acquired. This latter category 
includes the noise pollution caused by environmental noise  
[3], [4]. 

According to WHO approximately 466 million people have 
hearing loss above 40 dB Hearing Level (referred to as HL) (30 
dB HL in children), 7.3% of whom are under 15 years of age 
[2]. As reported as forecasts, this number could reach the value 
of 900 million by 2050. Reports also suggests that 60% of 
childhood hearing loss could be prevented with proper 
prevention and awareness. 

In Europe, noise levels have been shown to rise, despite the 
fact that noise pollution is known to cause health problems [6], 
[7]. About 75 million people in urban environments are exposed 
to high levels of noise, of which 20 million are exposed to 
health hazards [8]. Sleep deprivation caused by environmental 
noise can occur, with ringing in the ears (tinnitus), increased 
stress, and various mental illnesses. 

Research has shown that values between 70 and 90 dB (A) 
(A-weighted decibels) are not uncommon in schools. For 
example, a noise level test at a primary school in Kiel, 
Germany, showed that while in classroom work the noise level 
was 45-50 dB (A), during the break in the yard the noise level 
was 80 dB (A), before the teacher entered the classroom it 
increased to 90 dB (A) [9], [10]. At the same time, it has also 
been found that out-of-school noise can impair school 
performance. Not only does it interfere with communication 
and affect school performance, but it can also cause many 
health problems. Students complain of headaches and sleep 
problems due to the loud environment, but high noise levels can 
also be a cause of high blood pressure and circulatory problems 
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. 

All of this confirms that hearing loss begins to occur at an 
early age because of environmental factors. However, 
interventions are needed to prevent hearing loss. 

Analyzing the 2014 European Population Health Survey 
(ELEF), the prevalence of hearing problems among the 
Hungarian population is 15% (~1,415 people) in the surveyed 
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population (9,431 people in total) [16]. The proportion of 
people with severe hearing impairment is 3% (~283 people). 

A WHO analysis, including Hungary, has shown that 
untreated hearing loss has a global cost of 750-790 billion 
American dollars (USD) per year worldwide [17]. 

According to a Hungarian study published in 2017, the 
National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK - formerly known as 
OEP) spent 2.011 billion Hungarian forints (HUF) on treating 
patients with sensorineural and conductive hearing loss [18].  

Children and young are at higher risk than adults are. The 
reason is that they are exposed to the same amount of noise, but 
their hearing is still intact, so their body is more sensitive. 
Juvenile hearing loss can affect a child's life, and therefore the 
importance of hearing protection should be recognized at a 
young age [19], [20]. 

In Section 2, we present research already done in rising or 
survey noise awareness. In Section 3 we describe the structure 
and the main ideas of the “Protect Your Ears” website, followed 
by the developed games that aim the teaching of noise 
preventive behavior. Then the methods of the statistical analysis 
are presented. Our results are shown in Section 4, followed by 
the discussion and the future direction in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 
A questionnaire survey has been conducted on noise induced 

hearing loss, noise pollution and noise protection by Lee 
Donguk and his colleagues [21]. This questionnaire contained 
22 questions in the three categories mentioned above. The 
questionnaire was completed by 150 people (aged 20-60). 
17.3% of the respondents indicated noise as a serious source of 
danger, while 80% of the respondents did not known at all about 
noise induced hearing loss. This points out that lack of 
information / awareness can also be significant on the topic. 

Based on a proposal from the General Hearing and 
Communication Center (CHC), a number of activities are being 
organized in many countries to encourage people to take action 
against noise [22]. In school education, teachers try to teach the 
right behavior in the face of everyday noise with the help of 
readings, lectures, posters and board games. 

In Italy, the Acoustics Society of Italy (AIA) is responsible 
for holding International Noise Awareness Day every year. In 
the meantime, the emphasis is not only on education, but also 
on finding solutions to actual noise measurement and various 
noise-related problems. 

In the early 2000s, as part of the Dangerous Decibels Project, 
the University of Northern Colorado developed a website that 
aims to educate students and develop positive behaviors to 
prevent hearing loss [23]. Several problems are highlighted, 
such as the fact that a North American child may suffer more 
noise at school than adults at an eight-hour workplace at the 
factory [24]. 

An American study has investigated the effectiveness of the 
Dangerous Decibels prevention program at students of 4 and 7 
grades. The research showed that those who attended the 
preventive lecture had significantly improved their knowledge 
and behavior regarding the prevention of hearing loss [25]. 

In Jordan, an attempt was made to assess and raise noise 
awareness. 245 students (113 females, 132 males, age 21.5 
years 2.18) were involved from three different universities 
[26]. Subjects filled out a questionnaire about noise connected 
daily activities. 9.8% of the participants stated that they use 
earplugs to protect themselves against noise. After receiving 
background material on the harmful effects of noise, as many 
as 56.3% said they would use earplugs in the future. This 
resulted in a significant difference with a two-tailed Chi-square 
test (paired x2 = 103.0, p <0.01). 

Audio games (AGs) have been developed in the past for 
noise awareness research [27]. Within this project, a game has 
been created that contains noises that occur in everyday 
environments, namely domestic, urban and natural noises. The 
article did not perform a statistical analysis of the game's 
effectiveness in this area. 

Based on the presented literature, it can be said that little 
scientific research deals with increasing noise awareness. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research (or statistical 
study) aimed at increasing children’s noise awareness in a 
playful (web application) form. Of course, there are games 
designed to protect against noise (board games, computer 
games, online games), but a scientific study of their 
effectiveness is not available or is incomplete. 

In this study, we aimed to raise children's awareness in the 
framework of the “Protect Your Ears” project by developing a 
web application.  

The “Protect Your Ears” website was created on the initiative 
of the Acoustic Inter-Departmental Committee of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The aim of the Committee is 
to raise awareness of the hearing protection of the young 
generation, in the society's leading organizations and society. It 
is also important that the protection of children's hearing is 
currently not regulated in Hungary. The target group of the 
project is the Hungarian population. However, the basic idea 
can be transposed to other languages. 

In the study, we developed online games for children on the 
project’s website. These will help the child learn the basics of 
music, localizing and recognizing sound sources. One of these 
game modules specifically focuses on conscious noise 
protection and plays a role in developing preventive behavior. 

We have created questionnaires for testing noise awareness 
before and after the use of the web application. We created a 
control and a test group at a school. The test group used the web 
application, while the control had not. We tested whether the 
web application helped the development of noise awareness in 
the test group compared to the control group with statistical 
tests. 

III. DEMONSTRATION OF THE “PROTECT YOUR EARS” 
PROJECT 

The main objective is to draw attention for the importance of 
protecting children's hearing, raise awareness, and deepen the 
knowledge of the subject that would prevent one from further 
acquired loss of hearing. 

The created website (www.ovdafuled.hu) contains 
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been created that contains noises that occur in everyday 
environments, namely domestic, urban and natural noises. The 
article did not perform a statistical analysis of the game's 
effectiveness in this area. 

Based on the presented literature, it can be said that little 
scientific research deals with increasing noise awareness. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research (or statistical 
study) aimed at increasing children’s noise awareness in a 
playful (web application) form. Of course, there are games 
designed to protect against noise (board games, computer 
games, online games), but a scientific study of their 
effectiveness is not available or is incomplete. 

In this study, we aimed to raise children's awareness in the 
framework of the “Protect Your Ears” project by developing a 
web application.  

The “Protect Your Ears” website was created on the initiative 
of the Acoustic Inter-Departmental Committee of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The aim of the Committee is 
to raise awareness of the hearing protection of the young 
generation, in the society's leading organizations and society. It 
is also important that the protection of children's hearing is 
currently not regulated in Hungary. The target group of the 
project is the Hungarian population. However, the basic idea 
can be transposed to other languages. 

In the study, we developed online games for children on the 
project’s website. These will help the child learn the basics of 
music, localizing and recognizing sound sources. One of these 
game modules specifically focuses on conscious noise 
protection and plays a role in developing preventive behavior. 

We have created questionnaires for testing noise awareness 
before and after the use of the web application. We created a 
control and a test group at a school. The test group used the web 
application, while the control had not. We tested whether the 
web application helped the development of noise awareness in 
the test group compared to the control group with statistical 
tests. 

III. DEMONSTRATION OF THE “PROTECT YOUR EARS” 
PROJECT 

The main objective is to draw attention for the importance of 
protecting children's hearing, raise awareness, and deepen the 
knowledge of the subject that would prevent one from further 
acquired loss of hearing. 

The created website (www.ovdafuled.hu) contains 
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population (9,431 people in total) [16]. The proportion of 
people with severe hearing impairment is 3% (~283 people). 

A WHO analysis, including Hungary, has shown that 
untreated hearing loss has a global cost of 750-790 billion 
American dollars (USD) per year worldwide [17]. 

According to a Hungarian study published in 2017, the 
National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK - formerly known as 
OEP) spent 2.011 billion Hungarian forints (HUF) on treating 
patients with sensorineural and conductive hearing loss [18].  

Children and young are at higher risk than adults are. The 
reason is that they are exposed to the same amount of noise, but 
their hearing is still intact, so their body is more sensitive. 
Juvenile hearing loss can affect a child's life, and therefore the 
importance of hearing protection should be recognized at a 
young age [19], [20]. 

In Section 2, we present research already done in rising or 
survey noise awareness. In Section 3 we describe the structure 
and the main ideas of the “Protect Your Ears” website, followed 
by the developed games that aim the teaching of noise 
preventive behavior. Then the methods of the statistical analysis 
are presented. Our results are shown in Section 4, followed by 
the discussion and the future direction in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 
A questionnaire survey has been conducted on noise induced 

hearing loss, noise pollution and noise protection by Lee 
Donguk and his colleagues [21]. This questionnaire contained 
22 questions in the three categories mentioned above. The 
questionnaire was completed by 150 people (aged 20-60). 
17.3% of the respondents indicated noise as a serious source of 
danger, while 80% of the respondents did not known at all about 
noise induced hearing loss. This points out that lack of 
information / awareness can also be significant on the topic. 

Based on a proposal from the General Hearing and 
Communication Center (CHC), a number of activities are being 
organized in many countries to encourage people to take action 
against noise [22]. In school education, teachers try to teach the 
right behavior in the face of everyday noise with the help of 
readings, lectures, posters and board games. 

In Italy, the Acoustics Society of Italy (AIA) is responsible 
for holding International Noise Awareness Day every year. In 
the meantime, the emphasis is not only on education, but also 
on finding solutions to actual noise measurement and various 
noise-related problems. 

In the early 2000s, as part of the Dangerous Decibels Project, 
the University of Northern Colorado developed a website that 
aims to educate students and develop positive behaviors to 
prevent hearing loss [23]. Several problems are highlighted, 
such as the fact that a North American child may suffer more 
noise at school than adults at an eight-hour workplace at the 
factory [24]. 

An American study has investigated the effectiveness of the 
Dangerous Decibels prevention program at students of 4 and 7 
grades. The research showed that those who attended the 
preventive lecture had significantly improved their knowledge 
and behavior regarding the prevention of hearing loss [25]. 

In Jordan, an attempt was made to assess and raise noise 
awareness. 245 students (113 females, 132 males, age 21.5 
years 2.18) were involved from three different universities 
[26]. Subjects filled out a questionnaire about noise connected 
daily activities. 9.8% of the participants stated that they use 
earplugs to protect themselves against noise. After receiving 
background material on the harmful effects of noise, as many 
as 56.3% said they would use earplugs in the future. This 
resulted in a significant difference with a two-tailed Chi-square 
test (paired x2 = 103.0, p <0.01). 

Audio games (AGs) have been developed in the past for 
noise awareness research [27]. Within this project, a game has 
been created that contains noises that occur in everyday 
environments, namely domestic, urban and natural noises. The 
article did not perform a statistical analysis of the game's 
effectiveness in this area. 

Based on the presented literature, it can be said that little 
scientific research deals with increasing noise awareness. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research (or statistical 
study) aimed at increasing children’s noise awareness in a 
playful (web application) form. Of course, there are games 
designed to protect against noise (board games, computer 
games, online games), but a scientific study of their 
effectiveness is not available or is incomplete. 

In this study, we aimed to raise children's awareness in the 
framework of the “Protect Your Ears” project by developing a 
web application.  

The “Protect Your Ears” website was created on the initiative 
of the Acoustic Inter-Departmental Committee of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The aim of the Committee is 
to raise awareness of the hearing protection of the young 
generation, in the society's leading organizations and society. It 
is also important that the protection of children's hearing is 
currently not regulated in Hungary. The target group of the 
project is the Hungarian population. However, the basic idea 
can be transposed to other languages. 

In the study, we developed online games for children on the 
project’s website. These will help the child learn the basics of 
music, localizing and recognizing sound sources. One of these 
game modules specifically focuses on conscious noise 
protection and plays a role in developing preventive behavior. 

We have created questionnaires for testing noise awareness 
before and after the use of the web application. We created a 
control and a test group at a school. The test group used the web 
application, while the control had not. We tested whether the 
web application helped the development of noise awareness in 
the test group compared to the control group with statistical 
tests. 

III. DEMONSTRATION OF THE “PROTECT YOUR EARS” 
PROJECT 

The main objective is to draw attention for the importance of 
protecting children's hearing, raise awareness, and deepen the 
knowledge of the subject that would prevent one from further 
acquired loss of hearing. 

The created website (www.ovdafuled.hu) contains 
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professional quality information that can be used as educational 
aids at conferences and schools. The website and its contents 
are available in Hungarian. 

The project is represented through other media, such as radio 
or television interviews, or as a Facebook page. 

The website is a custom-designed website, and its appearance 
and function can be fully customized to meet current needs. 
With the help of a web application we provided a tool to 
measure the sound pressure level, the metadata (environment 
type, Location, measured sound pressure level, distance from 
sound source, type of device used for measurement, etc.) of 
which is stored in a database. The sound pressure level 
measurement is for information only. 

The visitors of the website can distinguish content for 
children, educators, and anyone who is interested in the topic. 
Teachers have access to lesson plans, presentations and notes to 
complement their school lectures. Those interested can be 
acquainted with basic concepts and mechanisms such as 
hearing mechanism and noise protection. 

To increase children's awareness of environmental noises, a 
web-based application has been created to provide basic insight 
into sounds and hearing protection through playful animated 
tasks. 

The development process involved gathering potential 
functions based on a literature study [28] [29], [30]: the 
following three aspects were of paramount importance in 
designing the application. 

With easy to use aspect, the user may use the application 
without supervisor. For this, simplified elements were used. 
Interactive components have been minimized and text (and 
voice) guidance has been provided to help keep the game 
running smoothly. 

Using the build-in help function in case getting stuck, the user 
can get help through the help function of the application to 
continue playing. In our case, we have placed a video below the 
game interface where the user plays the game. This will help if 
your child gets stuck in the game. In addition, there is a help 
button on the game interface that gives you more detailed 
information about the certain task. 

User interface may draw the child's attention and gaze. In our 
case, this includes animated elements and sounds. For example, 
memory cards flip after click on it, keys become pressed on the 
piano, etc. Pleasant sounds and animations indicate when a 
child has successfully completed a task. 

In addition to the literature, we also sought the views of 
educators dealing with children. Based on pedagogical opinion 
and practice the card and board games were successfully used 
in the educational institution (Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and 
Primary School). In addition, the educators may apply audio 
and game programs that help the child to learn in a playful way. 
The educators highlighted the importance of emphasizing the 
function of the ear, the development of hearing loss and 
prevention ways for the classes. 

According to the WHO Ear and Hearing Care Training 
Material, it is worthwhile to visually facilitate the transfer of 
knowledge by associating different sounds and noises with 

different subjects [31]. 
We compared the user needs with previous suggestions that 

we have sought from the most credible sources. The user 
usually looks for the essential interface of the screen, the 
functions that can be manipulated and keys which can the user 
move forward or backward. 

On this basis, we made a visual hierarchy focusing on size, 
color, position, shape. For example, green color gives a pleasant 
impression, the red color something to avoid. Essentials are 
larger in size and usually centered on the screen. Creating the 
texts on the screen, we strove for simplicity and clarity. 

During the development, the functions and algorithms were 
introduced into the application. We used HTML5, CSS and 
JavaScript web technologies. 

The text of the tasks and instructions (i.e. the voice guidance) 
of the application was read by a person with a child-friendly 
voice, which was recorded with a clip-on condenser 
microphone. This took place at the Department of 
Telecommunications and Media Informatics of the Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics, in the Speech 
Acoustics Laboratory. This ensured studio-quality sound 
recording. FL Studio program was used to produce musical 
sounds, melodies and songs. 

Videos (with mp4 extension) have been uploaded about the 
instructions to help the game experience to the “Protect Your 
Ears” YouTube channel. 

Adobe Photoshop was used to create the graphics. All images 
and illustrations are free of charge and not protected by 
copyright. 

For a harmonious color scheme, the Adobe Color Wheel tool 
was used, where you specified a base color to calculate what 
additional colors would match the theme of the game. Based on 
this, the main color is bright red, which has become the 
background color. The overall text color was white, and the 
highlighted, more prominent contents were given a yellowish-
green color. If the highlighted content has a yellowish-green 
background, the text will be blue. 

After the development, the testing phase was followed by the 
web application. Manual and automatic testing were done. 
Automatic testing was done using the JS testing framework. 
The developer did alpha testing, while independent university 
students did beta testing.  

The children's interface created with this process included 
three games. The first game module is a hearing training, where 
the child can become familiar with sounds in a classroom and 
in a general room. He or she can localize its sources and 
recognize them by voice. 

In the second game module, several difficulty levels can be 
distinguished. At the beginner level, the child can choose from 
3 possible options for what sound was emitted. He or she can 
play an advanced memory game where the pairs should be 
found based on the sources and its sounds. On a difficult level, 
the child can categorize and sort hazardous and non-hazardous 
audio sources according to the dB scale. 

In the third module, the player can also acquire basic music 
skills at several difficulty levels. Get started with getting to 
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professional quality information that can be used as educational 
aids at conferences and schools. The website and its contents 
are available in Hungarian. 

The project is represented through other media, such as radio 
or television interviews, or as a Facebook page. 

The website is a custom-designed website, and its appearance 
and function can be fully customized to meet current needs. 
With the help of a web application we provided a tool to 
measure the sound pressure level, the metadata (environment 
type, Location, measured sound pressure level, distance from 
sound source, type of device used for measurement, etc.) of 
which is stored in a database. The sound pressure level 
measurement is for information only. 

The visitors of the website can distinguish content for 
children, educators, and anyone who is interested in the topic. 
Teachers have access to lesson plans, presentations and notes to 
complement their school lectures. Those interested can be 
acquainted with basic concepts and mechanisms such as 
hearing mechanism and noise protection. 

To increase children's awareness of environmental noises, a 
web-based application has been created to provide basic insight 
into sounds and hearing protection through playful animated 
tasks. 

The development process involved gathering potential 
functions based on a literature study [28] [29], [30]: the 
following three aspects were of paramount importance in 
designing the application. 

With easy to use aspect, the user may use the application 
without supervisor. For this, simplified elements were used. 
Interactive components have been minimized and text (and 
voice) guidance has been provided to help keep the game 
running smoothly. 

Using the build-in help function in case getting stuck, the user 
can get help through the help function of the application to 
continue playing. In our case, we have placed a video below the 
game interface where the user plays the game. This will help if 
your child gets stuck in the game. In addition, there is a help 
button on the game interface that gives you more detailed 
information about the certain task. 

User interface may draw the child's attention and gaze. In our 
case, this includes animated elements and sounds. For example, 
memory cards flip after click on it, keys become pressed on the 
piano, etc. Pleasant sounds and animations indicate when a 
child has successfully completed a task. 

In addition to the literature, we also sought the views of 
educators dealing with children. Based on pedagogical opinion 
and practice the card and board games were successfully used 
in the educational institution (Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and 
Primary School). In addition, the educators may apply audio 
and game programs that help the child to learn in a playful way. 
The educators highlighted the importance of emphasizing the 
function of the ear, the development of hearing loss and 
prevention ways for the classes. 

According to the WHO Ear and Hearing Care Training 
Material, it is worthwhile to visually facilitate the transfer of 
knowledge by associating different sounds and noises with 

different subjects [31]. 
We compared the user needs with previous suggestions that 

we have sought from the most credible sources. The user 
usually looks for the essential interface of the screen, the 
functions that can be manipulated and keys which can the user 
move forward or backward. 

On this basis, we made a visual hierarchy focusing on size, 
color, position, shape. For example, green color gives a pleasant 
impression, the red color something to avoid. Essentials are 
larger in size and usually centered on the screen. Creating the 
texts on the screen, we strove for simplicity and clarity. 

During the development, the functions and algorithms were 
introduced into the application. We used HTML5, CSS and 
JavaScript web technologies. 

The text of the tasks and instructions (i.e. the voice guidance) 
of the application was read by a person with a child-friendly 
voice, which was recorded with a clip-on condenser 
microphone. This took place at the Department of 
Telecommunications and Media Informatics of the Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics, in the Speech 
Acoustics Laboratory. This ensured studio-quality sound 
recording. FL Studio program was used to produce musical 
sounds, melodies and songs. 

Videos (with mp4 extension) have been uploaded about the 
instructions to help the game experience to the “Protect Your 
Ears” YouTube channel. 

Adobe Photoshop was used to create the graphics. All images 
and illustrations are free of charge and not protected by 
copyright. 

For a harmonious color scheme, the Adobe Color Wheel tool 
was used, where you specified a base color to calculate what 
additional colors would match the theme of the game. Based on 
this, the main color is bright red, which has become the 
background color. The overall text color was white, and the 
highlighted, more prominent contents were given a yellowish-
green color. If the highlighted content has a yellowish-green 
background, the text will be blue. 

After the development, the testing phase was followed by the 
web application. Manual and automatic testing were done. 
Automatic testing was done using the JS testing framework. 
The developer did alpha testing, while independent university 
students did beta testing.  

The children's interface created with this process included 
three games. The first game module is a hearing training, where 
the child can become familiar with sounds in a classroom and 
in a general room. He or she can localize its sources and 
recognize them by voice. 

In the second game module, several difficulty levels can be 
distinguished. At the beginner level, the child can choose from 
3 possible options for what sound was emitted. He or she can 
play an advanced memory game where the pairs should be 
found based on the sources and its sounds. On a difficult level, 
the child can categorize and sort hazardous and non-hazardous 
audio sources according to the dB scale. 

In the third module, the player can also acquire basic music 
skills at several difficulty levels. Get started with getting to 
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population (9,431 people in total) [16]. The proportion of 
people with severe hearing impairment is 3% (~283 people). 

A WHO analysis, including Hungary, has shown that 
untreated hearing loss has a global cost of 750-790 billion 
American dollars (USD) per year worldwide [17]. 

According to a Hungarian study published in 2017, the 
National Health Insurance Fund (NEAK - formerly known as 
OEP) spent 2.011 billion Hungarian forints (HUF) on treating 
patients with sensorineural and conductive hearing loss [18].  

Children and young are at higher risk than adults are. The 
reason is that they are exposed to the same amount of noise, but 
their hearing is still intact, so their body is more sensitive. 
Juvenile hearing loss can affect a child's life, and therefore the 
importance of hearing protection should be recognized at a 
young age [19], [20]. 

In Section 2, we present research already done in rising or 
survey noise awareness. In Section 3 we describe the structure 
and the main ideas of the “Protect Your Ears” website, followed 
by the developed games that aim the teaching of noise 
preventive behavior. Then the methods of the statistical analysis 
are presented. Our results are shown in Section 4, followed by 
the discussion and the future direction in Section 5. 

II. RELATED WORK 
A questionnaire survey has been conducted on noise induced 

hearing loss, noise pollution and noise protection by Lee 
Donguk and his colleagues [21]. This questionnaire contained 
22 questions in the three categories mentioned above. The 
questionnaire was completed by 150 people (aged 20-60). 
17.3% of the respondents indicated noise as a serious source of 
danger, while 80% of the respondents did not known at all about 
noise induced hearing loss. This points out that lack of 
information / awareness can also be significant on the topic. 

Based on a proposal from the General Hearing and 
Communication Center (CHC), a number of activities are being 
organized in many countries to encourage people to take action 
against noise [22]. In school education, teachers try to teach the 
right behavior in the face of everyday noise with the help of 
readings, lectures, posters and board games. 

In Italy, the Acoustics Society of Italy (AIA) is responsible 
for holding International Noise Awareness Day every year. In 
the meantime, the emphasis is not only on education, but also 
on finding solutions to actual noise measurement and various 
noise-related problems. 

In the early 2000s, as part of the Dangerous Decibels Project, 
the University of Northern Colorado developed a website that 
aims to educate students and develop positive behaviors to 
prevent hearing loss [23]. Several problems are highlighted, 
such as the fact that a North American child may suffer more 
noise at school than adults at an eight-hour workplace at the 
factory [24]. 

An American study has investigated the effectiveness of the 
Dangerous Decibels prevention program at students of 4 and 7 
grades. The research showed that those who attended the 
preventive lecture had significantly improved their knowledge 
and behavior regarding the prevention of hearing loss [25]. 

In Jordan, an attempt was made to assess and raise noise 
awareness. 245 students (113 females, 132 males, age 21.5 
years 2.18) were involved from three different universities 
[26]. Subjects filled out a questionnaire about noise connected 
daily activities. 9.8% of the participants stated that they use 
earplugs to protect themselves against noise. After receiving 
background material on the harmful effects of noise, as many 
as 56.3% said they would use earplugs in the future. This 
resulted in a significant difference with a two-tailed Chi-square 
test (paired x2 = 103.0, p <0.01). 

Audio games (AGs) have been developed in the past for 
noise awareness research [27]. Within this project, a game has 
been created that contains noises that occur in everyday 
environments, namely domestic, urban and natural noises. The 
article did not perform a statistical analysis of the game's 
effectiveness in this area. 

Based on the presented literature, it can be said that little 
scientific research deals with increasing noise awareness. To 
the best of our knowledge, there is no research (or statistical 
study) aimed at increasing children’s noise awareness in a 
playful (web application) form. Of course, there are games 
designed to protect against noise (board games, computer 
games, online games), but a scientific study of their 
effectiveness is not available or is incomplete. 

In this study, we aimed to raise children's awareness in the 
framework of the “Protect Your Ears” project by developing a 
web application.  

The “Protect Your Ears” website was created on the initiative 
of the Acoustic Inter-Departmental Committee of the 
Hungarian Academy of Sciences. The aim of the Committee is 
to raise awareness of the hearing protection of the young 
generation, in the society's leading organizations and society. It 
is also important that the protection of children's hearing is 
currently not regulated in Hungary. The target group of the 
project is the Hungarian population. However, the basic idea 
can be transposed to other languages. 

In the study, we developed online games for children on the 
project’s website. These will help the child learn the basics of 
music, localizing and recognizing sound sources. One of these 
game modules specifically focuses on conscious noise 
protection and plays a role in developing preventive behavior. 

We have created questionnaires for testing noise awareness 
before and after the use of the web application. We created a 
control and a test group at a school. The test group used the web 
application, while the control had not. We tested whether the 
web application helped the development of noise awareness in 
the test group compared to the control group with statistical 
tests. 

III. DEMONSTRATION OF THE “PROTECT YOUR EARS” 
PROJECT 

The main objective is to draw attention for the importance of 
protecting children's hearing, raise awareness, and deepen the 
knowledge of the subject that would prevent one from further 
acquired loss of hearing. 

The created website (www.ovdafuled.hu) contains 
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professional quality information that can be used as educational 
aids at conferences and schools. The website and its contents 
are available in Hungarian. 

The project is represented through other media, such as radio 
or television interviews, or as a Facebook page. 

The website is a custom-designed website, and its appearance 
and function can be fully customized to meet current needs. 
With the help of a web application we provided a tool to 
measure the sound pressure level, the metadata (environment 
type, Location, measured sound pressure level, distance from 
sound source, type of device used for measurement, etc.) of 
which is stored in a database. The sound pressure level 
measurement is for information only. 

The visitors of the website can distinguish content for 
children, educators, and anyone who is interested in the topic. 
Teachers have access to lesson plans, presentations and notes to 
complement their school lectures. Those interested can be 
acquainted with basic concepts and mechanisms such as 
hearing mechanism and noise protection. 

To increase children's awareness of environmental noises, a 
web-based application has been created to provide basic insight 
into sounds and hearing protection through playful animated 
tasks. 

The development process involved gathering potential 
functions based on a literature study [28] [29], [30]: the 
following three aspects were of paramount importance in 
designing the application. 

With easy to use aspect, the user may use the application 
without supervisor. For this, simplified elements were used. 
Interactive components have been minimized and text (and 
voice) guidance has been provided to help keep the game 
running smoothly. 

Using the build-in help function in case getting stuck, the user 
can get help through the help function of the application to 
continue playing. In our case, we have placed a video below the 
game interface where the user plays the game. This will help if 
your child gets stuck in the game. In addition, there is a help 
button on the game interface that gives you more detailed 
information about the certain task. 

User interface may draw the child's attention and gaze. In our 
case, this includes animated elements and sounds. For example, 
memory cards flip after click on it, keys become pressed on the 
piano, etc. Pleasant sounds and animations indicate when a 
child has successfully completed a task. 

In addition to the literature, we also sought the views of 
educators dealing with children. Based on pedagogical opinion 
and practice the card and board games were successfully used 
in the educational institution (Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and 
Primary School). In addition, the educators may apply audio 
and game programs that help the child to learn in a playful way. 
The educators highlighted the importance of emphasizing the 
function of the ear, the development of hearing loss and 
prevention ways for the classes. 

According to the WHO Ear and Hearing Care Training 
Material, it is worthwhile to visually facilitate the transfer of 
knowledge by associating different sounds and noises with 

different subjects [31]. 
We compared the user needs with previous suggestions that 

we have sought from the most credible sources. The user 
usually looks for the essential interface of the screen, the 
functions that can be manipulated and keys which can the user 
move forward or backward. 

On this basis, we made a visual hierarchy focusing on size, 
color, position, shape. For example, green color gives a pleasant 
impression, the red color something to avoid. Essentials are 
larger in size and usually centered on the screen. Creating the 
texts on the screen, we strove for simplicity and clarity. 

During the development, the functions and algorithms were 
introduced into the application. We used HTML5, CSS and 
JavaScript web technologies. 

The text of the tasks and instructions (i.e. the voice guidance) 
of the application was read by a person with a child-friendly 
voice, which was recorded with a clip-on condenser 
microphone. This took place at the Department of 
Telecommunications and Media Informatics of the Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics, in the Speech 
Acoustics Laboratory. This ensured studio-quality sound 
recording. FL Studio program was used to produce musical 
sounds, melodies and songs. 

Videos (with mp4 extension) have been uploaded about the 
instructions to help the game experience to the “Protect Your 
Ears” YouTube channel. 

Adobe Photoshop was used to create the graphics. All images 
and illustrations are free of charge and not protected by 
copyright. 

For a harmonious color scheme, the Adobe Color Wheel tool 
was used, where you specified a base color to calculate what 
additional colors would match the theme of the game. Based on 
this, the main color is bright red, which has become the 
background color. The overall text color was white, and the 
highlighted, more prominent contents were given a yellowish-
green color. If the highlighted content has a yellowish-green 
background, the text will be blue. 

After the development, the testing phase was followed by the 
web application. Manual and automatic testing were done. 
Automatic testing was done using the JS testing framework. 
The developer did alpha testing, while independent university 
students did beta testing.  

The children's interface created with this process included 
three games. The first game module is a hearing training, where 
the child can become familiar with sounds in a classroom and 
in a general room. He or she can localize its sources and 
recognize them by voice. 

In the second game module, several difficulty levels can be 
distinguished. At the beginner level, the child can choose from 
3 possible options for what sound was emitted. He or she can 
play an advanced memory game where the pairs should be 
found based on the sources and its sounds. On a difficult level, 
the child can categorize and sort hazardous and non-hazardous 
audio sources according to the dB scale. 

In the third module, the player can also acquire basic music 
skills at several difficulty levels. Get started with getting to 
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professional quality information that can be used as educational 
aids at conferences and schools. The website and its contents 
are available in Hungarian. 

The project is represented through other media, such as radio 
or television interviews, or as a Facebook page. 

The website is a custom-designed website, and its appearance 
and function can be fully customized to meet current needs. 
With the help of a web application we provided a tool to 
measure the sound pressure level, the metadata (environment 
type, Location, measured sound pressure level, distance from 
sound source, type of device used for measurement, etc.) of 
which is stored in a database. The sound pressure level 
measurement is for information only. 

The visitors of the website can distinguish content for 
children, educators, and anyone who is interested in the topic. 
Teachers have access to lesson plans, presentations and notes to 
complement their school lectures. Those interested can be 
acquainted with basic concepts and mechanisms such as 
hearing mechanism and noise protection. 

To increase children's awareness of environmental noises, a 
web-based application has been created to provide basic insight 
into sounds and hearing protection through playful animated 
tasks. 

The development process involved gathering potential 
functions based on a literature study [28] [29], [30]: the 
following three aspects were of paramount importance in 
designing the application. 

With easy to use aspect, the user may use the application 
without supervisor. For this, simplified elements were used. 
Interactive components have been minimized and text (and 
voice) guidance has been provided to help keep the game 
running smoothly. 

Using the build-in help function in case getting stuck, the user 
can get help through the help function of the application to 
continue playing. In our case, we have placed a video below the 
game interface where the user plays the game. This will help if 
your child gets stuck in the game. In addition, there is a help 
button on the game interface that gives you more detailed 
information about the certain task. 

User interface may draw the child's attention and gaze. In our 
case, this includes animated elements and sounds. For example, 
memory cards flip after click on it, keys become pressed on the 
piano, etc. Pleasant sounds and animations indicate when a 
child has successfully completed a task. 

In addition to the literature, we also sought the views of 
educators dealing with children. Based on pedagogical opinion 
and practice the card and board games were successfully used 
in the educational institution (Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and 
Primary School). In addition, the educators may apply audio 
and game programs that help the child to learn in a playful way. 
The educators highlighted the importance of emphasizing the 
function of the ear, the development of hearing loss and 
prevention ways for the classes. 

According to the WHO Ear and Hearing Care Training 
Material, it is worthwhile to visually facilitate the transfer of 
knowledge by associating different sounds and noises with 

different subjects [31]. 
We compared the user needs with previous suggestions that 

we have sought from the most credible sources. The user 
usually looks for the essential interface of the screen, the 
functions that can be manipulated and keys which can the user 
move forward or backward. 

On this basis, we made a visual hierarchy focusing on size, 
color, position, shape. For example, green color gives a pleasant 
impression, the red color something to avoid. Essentials are 
larger in size and usually centered on the screen. Creating the 
texts on the screen, we strove for simplicity and clarity. 

During the development, the functions and algorithms were 
introduced into the application. We used HTML5, CSS and 
JavaScript web technologies. 

The text of the tasks and instructions (i.e. the voice guidance) 
of the application was read by a person with a child-friendly 
voice, which was recorded with a clip-on condenser 
microphone. This took place at the Department of 
Telecommunications and Media Informatics of the Budapest 
University of Technology and Economics, in the Speech 
Acoustics Laboratory. This ensured studio-quality sound 
recording. FL Studio program was used to produce musical 
sounds, melodies and songs. 

Videos (with mp4 extension) have been uploaded about the 
instructions to help the game experience to the “Protect Your 
Ears” YouTube channel. 

Adobe Photoshop was used to create the graphics. All images 
and illustrations are free of charge and not protected by 
copyright. 

For a harmonious color scheme, the Adobe Color Wheel tool 
was used, where you specified a base color to calculate what 
additional colors would match the theme of the game. Based on 
this, the main color is bright red, which has become the 
background color. The overall text color was white, and the 
highlighted, more prominent contents were given a yellowish-
green color. If the highlighted content has a yellowish-green 
background, the text will be blue. 

After the development, the testing phase was followed by the 
web application. Manual and automatic testing were done. 
Automatic testing was done using the JS testing framework. 
The developer did alpha testing, while independent university 
students did beta testing.  

The children's interface created with this process included 
three games. The first game module is a hearing training, where 
the child can become familiar with sounds in a classroom and 
in a general room. He or she can localize its sources and 
recognize them by voice. 

In the second game module, several difficulty levels can be 
distinguished. At the beginner level, the child can choose from 
3 possible options for what sound was emitted. He or she can 
play an advanced memory game where the pairs should be 
found based on the sources and its sounds. On a difficult level, 
the child can categorize and sort hazardous and non-hazardous 
audio sources according to the dB scale. 

In the third module, the player can also acquire basic music 
skills at several difficulty levels. Get started with getting to 
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play an advanced memory game where the pairs should be 
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audio sources according to the dB scale. 

In the third module, the player can also acquire basic music 
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know the music sounds. The user can practice advanced song 
recognition by selecting from three options after listening the 
song. Finally, he or she can play an actual song on the virtual 
piano at the most difficult level.  

The games can be found under the following link: 
http://www.ovdafuled.hu/gyermek.php. 

A convenient feature is that the game volume can also be 
adjusted using the volume icon indicated in the lower left corner 
of the figure. 

The game start screen shows the name of the game and a 
description of the task, which is read out loud automatically. If 
the user does not want this auto play to occur, this can be turned 
off. 

For some tasks, the player can also get help, where he can find 
leading information on how to solve the task (HELP button) and 
also the uploaded videos can be a guidance. 

At the end of the game, an animated greeting card rewards the 
player. This card is not only motivating, but also provides an 
opportunity to restart the game or select additional games. This 
is encouraging, as the child will have a sense of success and will 
probably want to try more games as well. 

Of the three modules, the second one aims to raise awareness 
for hearing protection. It introduces the child to the noisy 
sounds in its environment. Herewith it makes the child aware 
that he or she should avoid it. 

The effectiveness of the web application for raising awareness 
of hearing protection was investigated in Dr. Török Béla 
Kindergarten and Primary School with an experimental layout, 
which will be discussed in the next section. The study was 
conducted with the consent of parents and educators. 

IV. STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In the experiment, two groups were distinguished: the test 

group and the control group. In terms of hearing condition, both 
hearing impaired and normal hearing members were present in 
both groups. 

The sample is not representative, as the sample is made by 
students of only one school, so no conclusions can be drawn for 
all children in Hungary, but as a local result. 

The composition of the two groups is shown in Table 1.  
TABLE 1 

THE TEST AND CONTROL GROUP COMPOSITION  
(UNIT: PERSON). 

 

 

Each group consisted of 10-10 children, 6 boys and 4 girls. 
In the test group, 5 had healthy (normal) hearing (H), 3 had 
hearing aids (HA) and 2 had cochlear implants (CI). In the 
control group, this distribution was 4-4-2. The average age of 
the test group was 10.2 years and the control group was 10.0 
years. 

The person conducting the survey is a surdopedagogue and 
speech therapist. During the pedagogical sessions, the educator 
has integrated the use of hearing application games for the test 
group in the curriculum. Based on this, the children used the 
software four days a week for an average of 15 minutes for two 
weeks. 

A questionnaire was applied to assess children's noise 
awareness and preventive behavior. We designed the structure 
of the questionnaires in such a way that it would not be too 
complicated for the children, but at the same time provide 
enough information to get answers to the questions asked in the 
hypothesis. 

Research focuses mainly on creating questionnaires on noise 
exposure for young adults and children [32], [33], but there is 
little research regarding noise awareness. For this reason, the 
questions of our questionnaire was based on the knowledge 
materials of the website working on the topic [23]. The 
compiled questions were also studied by experts, and then the 
questionnaire containing the three groups of questions was 
created. 

In the first group of questions, sound sources could be 
identified that may have harm effect on hearing (“Task 1: Mark 
the ones listed that may be harmful to your ears.”). In the second 
group of questions, it had to be decided which of the listed 
objects / events had the highest noise level (“Task 2: Choose 
from the three objects which has the highest noise level.”). In 
the third group of questions, we collected situations that occur 
in everyday life where the child’s hearing may be impaired. We 
asked about the decisions made in these situations (“Task 3: 
When should you protect your ears (with earplugs, earmuffs, 
hearing aids)”). 

The questionnaire examines general noise awareness, which 
were completed as follows: The surveyor reads out the 
questions and the child's answers are recorded on the printed 
test paper. Two questionnaires were made (A and B), which 
were the same on their structure and question types, differing 
only in the questions itself. Questionnaire A was completed by 
the children before the experiment, and B after the experiment. 
In both tests, points were obtained for correct answers, with a 
maximum of 17 points. On this basis, children's awareness was 
quantified. 

Data was processed anonymously. Non-parametric statistical 
tests were used to examine these discrete values. The Mann-
Whitney U test was used to examine the homogeneity of the 
two groups. In both groups, Wilcoxon paired test was used to 
examine the before and after condition. 

Whole scores could be given for the questionnaires. 

A. Mann-Whitney U Test 
The Mann Whitney U test helps to compare the distribution 
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maximum of 17 points. On this basis, children's awareness was 
quantified. 

Data was processed anonymously. Non-parametric statistical 
tests were used to examine these discrete values. The Mann-
Whitney U test was used to examine the homogeneity of the 
two groups. In both groups, Wilcoxon paired test was used to 
examine the before and after condition. 

Whole scores could be given for the questionnaires. 

A. Mann-Whitney U Test 
The Mann Whitney U test helps to compare the distribution 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
to a non-normally distributed dataset [34].

The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
study in Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and Primary School. 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
to a non-normally distributed dataset [34].

The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
study in Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and Primary School. 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
to a non-normally distributed dataset [34].

The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
study in Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and Primary School. 
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Accordingly, a test and control group was separated. The test 
group could use the application for two weeks, while the control 
group could not. 

Through the questionnaires, we examined whether the web 
application significantly improves noise awareness in the test 
group or not. The homogeneity of initial setup was examined 
beforehand and resulted that the two study groups were sampled 
from the same population. 

Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney U (for score differences) tests 
showed a significant difference in the test group's performance 
in developing noise awareness. This was not observed in the 
control group. We have seen that familiarity with the subject 
that can increase noise awareness, but without using the web 
application the improvement was not significant. 

So it can be said the use of developed games have helped to 
raise noise awareness. This highlights the importance of 
developing hearing protection games. This will allow the child 
to playfully learn about the ear protection and the importance 
of noise. While just mentioning information about the topic, 
noise awareness increase will be less effective. 

Based on this study, we cannot draw conclusions - 
understandably - for the entire population. That is why it is 
necessary for validation, detailed professional review in order 
to form a more accurate opinion about its effectiveness. In 
doing so, it is worthwhile to increase the number of samples, to 
ensure representativeness, and to include other parameters that 
may affect the phenomenon (living environment, lifestyle, etc.). 
It is worth examining healthy as well as hearing-impaired 
children separately (ensuring homogeneity), and it may be 
interesting to assess a mixed arrangement from these groups in 
order to determine the correlation as accurately as possible. 
Instead of a possible questionnaire survey, it is worthwhile to 
examine awareness in other ways, as the collection of 
questionnaire data may not reflect the decisions made in real 
life. In this context, it would become possible to demonstrate 
whether the application is in fact able to raise awareness among 
children. 

In the future, it may worth expanding the variety of the games 
or implementing a personalized recommendation (suggesting a 
suitable game in case of an age or problem option). Also, there 
is a need to examine this study with study groups of more 
participants.  

Although this would require new, more comprehensive 
research, realizing this idea is likely to be more effective in 
raising awareness among children while having fun. 
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Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of 
the test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance 
and 9 degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2.260 [36]. 
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased 
by the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t 
value is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, 
we accept the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not 
change significantly in the control group.
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know the music sounds. The user can practice advanced song 
recognition by selecting from three options after listening the 
song. Finally, he or she can play an actual song on the virtual 
piano at the most difficult level.  

The games can be found under the following link: 
http://www.ovdafuled.hu/gyermek.php. 

A convenient feature is that the game volume can also be 
adjusted using the volume icon indicated in the lower left corner 
of the figure. 

The game start screen shows the name of the game and a 
description of the task, which is read out loud automatically. If 
the user does not want this auto play to occur, this can be turned 
off. 

For some tasks, the player can also get help, where he can find 
leading information on how to solve the task (HELP button) and 
also the uploaded videos can be a guidance. 

At the end of the game, an animated greeting card rewards the 
player. This card is not only motivating, but also provides an 
opportunity to restart the game or select additional games. This 
is encouraging, as the child will have a sense of success and will 
probably want to try more games as well. 

Of the three modules, the second one aims to raise awareness 
for hearing protection. It introduces the child to the noisy 
sounds in its environment. Herewith it makes the child aware 
that he or she should avoid it. 

The effectiveness of the web application for raising awareness 
of hearing protection was investigated in Dr. Török Béla 
Kindergarten and Primary School with an experimental layout, 
which will be discussed in the next section. The study was 
conducted with the consent of parents and educators. 

IV. STATISTICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In the experiment, two groups were distinguished: the test 

group and the control group. In terms of hearing condition, both 
hearing impaired and normal hearing members were present in 
both groups. 

The sample is not representative, as the sample is made by 
students of only one school, so no conclusions can be drawn for 
all children in Hungary, but as a local result. 

The composition of the two groups is shown in Table 1.  
TABLE 1 

THE TEST AND CONTROL GROUP COMPOSITION  
(UNIT: PERSON). 

 

 

Each group consisted of 10-10 children, 6 boys and 4 girls. 
In the test group, 5 had healthy (normal) hearing (H), 3 had 
hearing aids (HA) and 2 had cochlear implants (CI). In the 
control group, this distribution was 4-4-2. The average age of 
the test group was 10.2 years and the control group was 10.0 
years. 

The person conducting the survey is a surdopedagogue and 
speech therapist. During the pedagogical sessions, the educator 
has integrated the use of hearing application games for the test 
group in the curriculum. Based on this, the children used the 
software four days a week for an average of 15 minutes for two 
weeks. 

A questionnaire was applied to assess children's noise 
awareness and preventive behavior. We designed the structure 
of the questionnaires in such a way that it would not be too 
complicated for the children, but at the same time provide 
enough information to get answers to the questions asked in the 
hypothesis. 

Research focuses mainly on creating questionnaires on noise 
exposure for young adults and children [32], [33], but there is 
little research regarding noise awareness. For this reason, the 
questions of our questionnaire was based on the knowledge 
materials of the website working on the topic [23]. The 
compiled questions were also studied by experts, and then the 
questionnaire containing the three groups of questions was 
created. 

In the first group of questions, sound sources could be 
identified that may have harm effect on hearing (“Task 1: Mark 
the ones listed that may be harmful to your ears.”). In the second 
group of questions, it had to be decided which of the listed 
objects / events had the highest noise level (“Task 2: Choose 
from the three objects which has the highest noise level.”). In 
the third group of questions, we collected situations that occur 
in everyday life where the child’s hearing may be impaired. We 
asked about the decisions made in these situations (“Task 3: 
When should you protect your ears (with earplugs, earmuffs, 
hearing aids)”). 

The questionnaire examines general noise awareness, which 
were completed as follows: The surveyor reads out the 
questions and the child's answers are recorded on the printed 
test paper. Two questionnaires were made (A and B), which 
were the same on their structure and question types, differing 
only in the questions itself. Questionnaire A was completed by 
the children before the experiment, and B after the experiment. 
In both tests, points were obtained for correct answers, with a 
maximum of 17 points. On this basis, children's awareness was 
quantified. 

Data was processed anonymously. Non-parametric statistical 
tests were used to examine these discrete values. The Mann-
Whitney U test was used to examine the homogeneity of the 
two groups. In both groups, Wilcoxon paired test was used to 
examine the before and after condition. 

Whole scores could be given for the questionnaires. 

A. Mann-Whitney U Test 
The Mann Whitney U test helps to compare the distribution 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
to a non-normally distributed dataset [34].

The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
study in Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and Primary School. 
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Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
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differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.
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(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)
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condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
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Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
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noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).
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Different needs and implementation options were considered 
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The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.
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6 14 16 7 16
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A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.
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CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.
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1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
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7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.
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hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
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In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
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The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.
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Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
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of two independent sets. It has the advantage that it is applicable 
to a non-normally distributed dataset [34].

The null hypothesis of the test states that the two test sets 
originate from the same population. In other words, the two sets 
are homogeneous and have the same distribution. In our term 
the null hypothesis is the following: There is no significant 
difference between control and test group performances. 

Using the two-sided test, the alternative hypothesis can be 
formulated so that the test and control groups’ performances 
differ from each other significantly. By accepting the 
alternative hypothesis, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test
Related cohorts were tested using the Wilcoxon paired test. 

The distribution of the sample sets is assumed to be the same. 
This is used to test the values of the scores at pre and post 
condition [35].

Define the null hypothesis as there is no difference between 
the median values of the two sample sets. In this case, the 
sample sets are the pre- and post-performance on the given 
questionnaire. Because of this, the alternative hypothesis can be 
draw up as there is a significant difference between the median 
values of the two sample sets.

Differences in pre- and post-performance (pre – A, post – B
questionnaire) can be investigated separately for the control and 
the test groups with the paired Wilcoxon test.

Two-tailed statistical analysis was performed at 5% 
significance level.

V. RESULTS

Table 2 shows the scores of the two groups on the "A" and 
“B” questionnaires. We can see from the scores of 
questionnaires that the average of the points increases in both 
groups (except for one or two children). However, both types 
of questionnaire were designed with the same difficulty. This 
suggests that contact with the subject is capable of producing a 
small (non-significant) increase in noise awareness.

TABLE 2
SCORES OF QUESTIONNAIRE "A" AND “B”.

Number 
of child Control Test

“B” “B”
1 7 8 10 15
2 7 11 16 16
3 6 10 9 15
4 11 12 11 16
5 10 10 5 16
6 14 16 7 16
7 12 12 10 16
8 11 14 8 16
9 9 13 11 12

10 6 5 5 17

A. Mann-Whitney U Test Results
Testing the scores of the "A" questionnaires in the control 

and test groups, we found that they did not differ significantly 
(Mann-Whitney U test). In other words, the control and test 
groups are not heterogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value 
= 53.500, Z value = 0.265)

We also compared the score differences (after - before 
condition) of the two groups with a single test, because it could 
be more adequate for small groups (10 children). Table 3 shows 
the score differences.

TABLE 3
AFTER AND BEFORE QUESTIONARIES’ SCORE DIFFERENCES FOR BOTH THE 

CONTROL AND TEST GROUPS PARTICIPANTS.

Control Test 
ID of 

participants
B-A score 

diff.
B-A score 

diff.
1 1 5
2 4 0
3 4 6
4 1 5
5 0 12
6 2 10
7 0 7
8 3 8
9 4 6
10 -1 12

We found that they differ significantly (Mann-Whitney U 
test). In other words, after two weeks the control and test groups 
are not homogeneous at 5% significance level. (U value = 
92.000, Z value = 3.175).

B. Wilcoxon Paired Test Results
Using the mean and standard error of the signatures of the 

test group, the value of t is 5.780. At 5% significance and 9 
degrees of freedom, the critical t value is 2,260 [36].
Accordingly, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the 
alternative hypothesis for the test group. In other words, the 
noise awareness of the test group was significantly increased by 
the application (at 5% significance level).

In the control group, t is 2.249. Similarly, the critical t value 
is 2.262 [37] at 5% significance level. Based on this, we accept 
the null hypothesis. That is noise awareness did not change 
significantly in the control group.

VI. CONCLUSION

Literature research shows that noise awareness rising 
games/applications already exist. However, their scientific 
basis is still indigent. Although there are calls for noise-induced 
hearing loss on more and more platforms (for example 
International Noise Awareness Day).

In this study, we developed a web application within the 
“Protect Your Ears” project, that helps children increase their 
noise awareness and prevention methods in a playful form.

Different needs and implementation options were considered 
during the development process. Finally, three types of games 
were created for the website (www.ovdafuled.hu). Of these, one 
specifically served to raise noise awareness.

To test the completed application, we conducted a cohort 
study in Dr. Török Béla Kindergarten and Primary School. 
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Accordingly, a test and control group was separated. The test 
group could use the application for two weeks, while the control 
group could not. 

Through the questionnaires, we examined whether the web 
application significantly improves noise awareness in the test 
group or not. The homogeneity of initial setup was examined 
beforehand and resulted that the two study groups were sampled 
from the same population. 

Wilcoxon and Mann-Whitney U (for score differences) tests 
showed a significant difference in the test group's performance 
in developing noise awareness. This was not observed in the 
control group. We have seen that familiarity with the subject 
that can increase noise awareness, but without using the web 
application the improvement was not significant. 

So it can be said the use of developed games have helped to 
raise noise awareness. This highlights the importance of 
developing hearing protection games. This will allow the child 
to playfully learn about the ear protection and the importance 
of noise. While just mentioning information about the topic, 
noise awareness increase will be less effective. 

Based on this study, we cannot draw conclusions - 
understandably - for the entire population. That is why it is 
necessary for validation, detailed professional review in order 
to form a more accurate opinion about its effectiveness. In 
doing so, it is worthwhile to increase the number of samples, to 
ensure representativeness, and to include other parameters that 
may affect the phenomenon (living environment, lifestyle, etc.). 
It is worth examining healthy as well as hearing-impaired 
children separately (ensuring homogeneity), and it may be 
interesting to assess a mixed arrangement from these groups in 
order to determine the correlation as accurately as possible. 
Instead of a possible questionnaire survey, it is worthwhile to 
examine awareness in other ways, as the collection of 
questionnaire data may not reflect the decisions made in real 
life. In this context, it would become possible to demonstrate 
whether the application is in fact able to raise awareness among 
children. 

In the future, it may worth expanding the variety of the games 
or implementing a personalized recommendation (suggesting a 
suitable game in case of an age or problem option). Also, there 
is a need to examine this study with study groups of more 
participants.  

Although this would require new, more comprehensive 
research, realizing this idea is likely to be more effective in 
raising awareness among children while having fun. 
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